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EasyDose®  - handy, simple and convenient for 
exact quantities 

Key benefits 
• Built-in automatic multi-dosing system 
• Exact quantity, no over- or underdosing
• Easy to use, refill and dose 
• One hand operation
• Perfectly balanced, natural and ergonomic container 
• A plus for any household 
• Dish washer safe
• The perfect give-away to promote products sold in 

bulk 
• Added sales of refill 

EasyDose® is the perfect aid for everyday doings
EasyDose® is an outstanding household container for any 
product which should be dosed exactly. The special feature 
of EasyDose® is an integrated automatic multi-dosing 
system making sure that the exact, desired quantity comes 
out of the container every time it is used.
In the everyday life of many people there are numerous 
products which are needed in precise doses. Just think 
of washing powder, baby food, pet food, rice, coffee and 
cooking ingredients at a large. With EasyDose®, there is no 
need to use measure cups, spoons or scales. 

Enough is enough
In the long run EasyDose® means savings on the household 
budget because it prevents over-consumption. Why waste a 
valuable product by using more of it than required, when an 
easy solution is at hand? Concerning washing powder the 
environment also benefits from the qualities of EasyDose® 
because no superfluous amount of the product ends up 
in nature. EasyDose® is suitable for powder, granular or 
pellets. The container is filled at home at the leisure of the 
consumer.

Designed for easy use
It is absolutely uncomplicated to use EasyDose®. Its design 
has been carefully developed to meet the highest standard 
for an ergonomic container. The result is a perfectly 
balanced, naturally shaped container that can be used 
with one hand only. It is convenient for all from children to 
elderly people; it is perfect for the visually impaired and for 
people with feeble hands. EasyDose® guaranties hassle-
free dosage for everybody, time after time. 

Household item or a marketing tool 
As a B2C company selling and/or producing products in the 
form of powder, granular or pellets you may want to apply 
EasyDose® as a free gift during a special campaign period, 
rewarding customer loyalty. It will enhance your brand 
position and consumers will appreciate that you provide 
them with an EasyDose® container at the time of a bulk 
product purchase.

As a retailer of household items, you will find that 
EasyDose® quickly takes the place of a favourite, sought 
after product. It will make your range of products even more 
attractive. 
 
RPC Superfos delivers EasyDose® in two sizes: 1,5L and 
2,2L. The lid and plates are available in a multitude of 
colours. Decorations can be made with in-Mould Labelling.
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 Optional

Volume 
under
lid (L)

Dim.
(mm) Product Decoration

EasyDose® Special
 1.5 181x79x200 9315 IML -

2.2 206x89x222 9323 IML -

 IML = In-Mould Labelling

Please consult the technical data sheet of the specific product sizes for detailed information
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